The least well-known octet baryon mass is M Ξ 0 = 1314.9 ± 0.6 MeV. The next most poorly measured mass is M Ξ − = 1321.32 ± 0.13 MeV, while the masses of the remaining octet members are measured to better than ±0.1 MeV. The KTeV experimental program at Fermilab holds the prospect of a substantial improvement in measurement of M Ξ 0 , while other improvements in charged and excited hyperon and ∆ mass measurements are also possible. The significance of such improvements for tests of descriptions of isospin splittings is discussed. One example is a better test of the Coleman-Glashow relation
I. INTRODUCTION
The electromagnetic mass splittings of the baryons in the flavor octet of SU (3) Remarkably, there exist plausible limits in which all these effects preserve one linear relation among baryon masses [1] :
despite substantial symmetry-breaking effects in quark masses. The resistance of Eq.
(1) to symmetry violations was pointed out in Ref.
( [2] ), and has been noted recently by Jenkins and Lebed in the context of a 1/N c expansion [3] , where N c is the number of colors in quantum chromodynamics (QCD). In the present work we discuss the status and future prospects for testing this relation, and indicate what might be learned from any violation of it. We also discuss prospects for improved tests of other relations for isospin-violating effects, including Λ − Σ 0 mixing and baryon decuplet mass splittings.
We begin in Section II with a general discussion of quark-model effects on isospinviolating mass differences, ending up with a derivation of (1) and several other relations. These are the most general which follow from the absence of three-body effects [3] . We discuss the present and potential experimental situation in Section III. It is possible to estimate the individual contributions to mass splittings (Section IV). We remark on sources of possible violation of Eq. (1) and the other relations in Section V, comparing our work with the more general treatment of Ref. [3] . We summarize in Section VI.
II. ISOSPIN VIOLATIONS IN THE QUARK MODEL A. Quark mass differences
The u and d quarks have different intrinsic masses which differ by a couple of MeV. Typical values at scales of 1 GeV [4] are m u ≃ 5 MeV/c 2 , m d ≃ 9 MeV/c 2 . The ratio m u /m d is probably better known than either individual value. We shall refer to these values, probed by chiral currents and responsible in part for the isospin-violating splittings of kaons as calculated via current algebra, as "current-quark masses." Corresponding estimates for the current-quark strange quark mass range from about 100 to 200 MeV/c 2 . When the u and d quarks are incorporated into hadrons, more appropriate "constituentquark" values (see, e.g., Refs. [2, 5, 6] 
2 but quite uncertain. We shall denote the constituent-quark isospin-violating mass difference by
It will be a free parameter in our description of isospin-violating baryon mass splittings.
B. Pairwise Coulomb interactions
Each quark pair in a hadron has a Coulomb interaction energy
where α ≃ 1/137 is the electromagnetic fine structure constant, Q i is the charge of quark i in units of the proton charge, and 1/r ij is the expectation value of the inverse distance between the members of the pair.
In the flavor-SU(3) limit one expects 1/r ij to be universal throughout a multiplet. Thus, for example, every quark pair in every octet baryon should have the same value of this quantity. In this limit, we parametrize the interaction energy
where a is some universal constant. We shall explore the possible violations of this assumption in Sec. IV.
C. Strong hyperfine interactions
Quarks are bound in hadrons by a dominantly spin-independent force which becomes strong at large distances. In addition, they experience a spin-dependent force due to gluon exchange which acts dominantly on pairs in an S-wave state. For pairs of quarks in a baryon, one has a (strong) hyperfine interaction energy
where the constant is universal for all pairs of quarks in a baryon. In the limit in which the hyperfine interaction is given by one-gluon exchange, this constant is of first order in α s . The nucleon -∆ splitting of about 300 MeV/c 2 is an example of a QCD hyperfine effect.
We shall assume for the moment that |Ψ ij (0)| 2 is universal for all quark pairs in octet baryons. We then find a contribution to the hyperfine energy
The key to calculating strong hyperfine splittings in baryons is the evaluation of σ i · σ j for each quark pair. Since S = i (σ i /2), we can use the value of S 2 to evaluate the sum of σ i · σ j for all pairs, with the result
In any color-singlet baryon, Fermi statistics and the antisymmetry of any two quarks with respect to color interchange lead to symmetry in the remaining (space × spin × flavor) variables. For ground-state baryons with two identical quarks (including those involved in the Coleman-Glashow relation), the two like quarks must hence be in a state symmetric with respect to spin, i.e., of spin 1, and hence must have σ · σ = 1. For any baryon in the flavor decuplet, such as ∆ ++ = uuu (with S = 3/2), each pair has this value, consistent with the result (7). For any octet baryon state q i q i q j (j = i), one then concludes σ i · σ j = −2.
D. Electromagnetic hyperfine interactions
The electromagnetic interaction between quarks in a baryon has a spin-dependent (hyperfine) contribution
Again assuming universality of the wave functions, we can parametrize this effect as
E. Summary of effects
We can now collect all the results for baryon isospin-violating mass shifts into quantities organized according to the isospin of the splittings. We obtain seven I = 1 combinations, three I = 2 combinations, and one I = 3 combination [3] .
1. ∆I = 1 splittings.
These quantities are related to one another by
The Coleman-Glashow relation (1) is one of these; the remaining ones require information on the baryon decuplet.
2. ∆I = 2 splittings.
These quantities are all proportional to one another:
The ∆I = 2 relation (19) will turn out to be useful, when combined with the others, in determining the individual contributions to the mass splittings (Sec. IV).
3. ∆I = 3 splitting. One combination of the ∆ masses vanishes:
This will be useful in eliminating the ∆ − mass from other relations, since no value is quoted [7] for it.
4. Discussion. We did not need to expand in powers of m s − m d or m d − m u to obtain the above relations. On the other hand, we did assume universality of quarkmodel wave functions, i.e., universal values of 1/r ij and |Ψ(0) ij | 2 . Since the quark masses are arbitrary, the electromagnetic hyperfine terms automatically will have the same structure as the strong ones, aside from a weighting of inverse quark masses by quark charges. As we shall see in Sec. V, one can in fact relax the universality 1535.0 ± 0.6 assumption, replacing it by universality of interaction of any given pair regardless of the baryon in which it is found.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION A. Present
The individual masses of members of the baryon octet and decuplet are summarized in Table 1 [7] . The measured values of the octet mass splittings are
2 , Σ 1 = −8.07 ± 0.08 MeV/c 2 ,
The left-hand side of the relation (1) is 7.7 ± 0.6 MeV/c 2 , consistent with the righthand side of 8.07 ± 0.08 MeV/c 2 . The measured values of the decuplet mass splittings are
(25) The relation
is satisfied, albeit with large uncertainty. So is the relation
In order to compare relations involving ∆ masses, we must use the vanishing of the ∆I = 3 combination ∆ 3 to eliminate M(∆ − ). We then obtain one relation:
The left-hand side of this expression is −5.0 ± 2.8 MeV/c 2 , not particularly consistent with (27). We shall see in Sec. V that the hierarchy [3] of mass relations based on the 1/N c expansion moderates this difficulty by finding Eq. (27) to be no more accurate than Σ 2 = 0 or Σ * 2 = 0. On the other hand, Eq. (28) with Σ * 2 on the right-hand side is expected in the 1/N c approach to be better behaved by an order of magnitude.
If we combine ∆ 1 = 10N 1 with ∆ 3 = 0, we find M(∆ + ) = N 1 + M(∆ 0 ). (We shall discuss the accuracy of this relation in Sec. V.) We can then substitute in (28) to find
The right-hand side is −0.0 ± 2. 
B. Future
The KTeV Collaboration at Fermilab [8] has obtained a large sample of Ξ 0 's in a neutral hyperon beam. The detector is able to observe both charged and neutral particles in the decay Ξ 0 → π 0 Λ → π 0 pπ − . Reasonable prospects exist for reducing the error on M Ξ 0 to ±0.1 MeV/c 2 . The next most poorly known mass is that of the Ξ − . Experiments in a new charged hyperon beam at Fermilab [9, 10] could reduce the errors on this quantity.
The prospects are thus good for reducing the error on the test of the ColemanGlashow relation (1) by at least a factor of 6, to 0.1 MeV/c 2 or less. This is comparable to the accuracy to which the relation is expected to hold, according to the analysis of Ref. [3] .
The relation (18) predicts M(ΛΣ 0 ) = −1.06 ±0.19 MeV/c 2 . A test requires one to measure the isospin impurity of the Λ (or, more difficult, of the Σ 0 ). One conceivable way to do this would be to study the deviations from apparent charge-independence in the decays Σ * → πΛ, taking careful account of phase-space differences and electromagnetic final-state interactions. One would need to measure the widths of Σ * ± to a percent, beyond present accuracy.
The other relations derived above require reduction of errors on the decuplet masses. Perhaps the best prospects in this respect involve the combinations Σ * 1,2
and Ξ * 1 , for which improved values could be obtained in charged hyperon beams at Fermilab [9, 10] . Studies of γp → ∆ + → π 0 p, for example at the Continuous-Beam Electron Facility (CEBAF), could in principle reduce the error on M(∆ + ).
IV. INDIVIDUAL TERMS
With assumptions about the magnitude of quark masses [5] , it is possible to evaluate the individual terms in the expressions for the mass splittings. We may denotem = (m u + m d )/2 for cases where the quark mass splitting does not matter. A fit to overall octet and decuplet masses [5] but rather Σ 2 to specify parameters.
V. SYMMETRY VIOLATIONS AND THEIR HIERARCHIES A. Non-universality of wave functions
We assumed universal values of 1/r ij and |Ψ(0) ij | 2 in deriving the quark-model results of Sec. II. We found that hyperfine interactions satisfied our mass relations independently of quark masses, indicating that we never needed to assume equality of the hyperfine interaction between two nonstrange quarks and that between a strange and a nonstrange quark. (The hyperfine interaction between two strange quarks never entered into our discussion of ∆I ≥ 1 mass relations.) However, we did have to assume that hyperfine interactions between members of a pair were independent of the environment in which these interactions occurred. This assumption was equivalent to the neglect of three-body effects.
Similarly, we did not have to assume the equality of Coulomb interactions between non-strange and strange quarks, but had to assume that these interactions were independent of the environment in which they took place. To illustrate this, let us consider the a terms in the Coleman-Glashow relation (1). We shall label the a contributions by subscripts indicating the interaction quark pair (n for a nonstrange quark and s for a strange quark) and by a superscript denoting the particle in which the interaction is taking place. Then the Coulomb contribution to
The only way in which these two terms could differ is if two-body forces depended on their environment, a circumstance equivalent to the presence of three-body effects.
As long as isospin-violating effects are strictly of one-body or two-body nature, all the relations we have derived so far will hold. What would be a likely direction for deviations from this circumstance? In the case of the Coulomb interactions illustrated above, we might expect by considering the relative size of reduced-mass effects that a nonstrange pair in the Σ would be more deeply bound than a nonstrange pair in a nucleon, and a nonstrange-strange pair in the Ξ more deeply bound than one in a Σ. In that case we would expect
or Σ 1 − (N 1 + Ξ 1 ) > 0. The central value of this relation is in fact less than zero but with large uncertainty. A similar ordering of effects holds for the strong hyperfine terms, with two-body terms contributing with the same relative signs as in the Coulomb-interaction example. Thus one expects the same sign of the inequality from these terms. On the other hand, the electromagnetic hyperfine contributions to N 1 , Ξ 1 , and Σ 1 all turn out to be positive, preventing one from making such an argument. Thus if it is ever found that Σ 1 − (N 1 + Ξ 1 ) < 0, a culprit within the quark model may be three-body effects in electromagnetic hyperfine interactions. One would have to examine specific models in more detail to see if such effects really were important.
B. Comparison with 1/N c hierarchy
Jenkins and Lebed [3] have presented a somewhat different view of isospin-violating mass splittings, based on a systematic expansion in powers of isospin-breaking and SU(3)-breaking terms and powers of 1/N c . It is worth reviewing some of the common points and differences with respect to our approach.
(1) The 1/N c approach is completely general, whereas we are seeking interpretations within the quark model.
(2) Jenkins and Lebed expect the Coleman-Glashow relation to be very good. A reduction of errors on Ξ 1 by a factor of 2 (to ±0.3 MeV/c
2 ) should still lead to a relation which is satisfied to about a standard deviation. We are unable to make as quantitative a statement, having not estimated three-body effects.
(3) Within the 1/N c approach, certain relations are expected to hold to better accuracy than others, and the hierarchy does not always agree with that associated with the number of interacting quarks.
In the 1/N c approach the ∆I = 1 relations
and
are both expected to hold with the same accuracy, though the first is based on the suppression of a two-body operator and the second is based on the suppression of a three-body operator. In our approach only the second relation holds. Other relations based on three-body operators, which consequently hold in both approaches, and which are expected to be of comparable accuracy to the first two, are the ColemanGlashow relation N 1 − Σ 1 + Ξ 1 = 0 and
The (three-body) relation ∆ 1 = 10(Σ * 1 − Ξ * 1 ) is expected to be better-obeyed by an order of magnitude than the above expressions. Combining only the three-body relations, we obtain our previous ∆I = 1 results. Including Eq. (31), we obtain the additional results
When combined with previous results, these imply such relations as
(as quoted in Ref. [3] ), and, eliminating M(ΛΣ 0 ) from the above relation and Eq. (18),
or, using other relations expected to hold to the same order, We mentioned previously a relation obtained by combining
This relation is expected in Ref. [3] to be good to ±0.03%, while it is observed to 0.11 ± 0.06%. Improved information on the ∆ + mass would be needed to test this result significantly.
In a study of ∆I = 2 relations, the 1/N c hierarchy appears to have more success than our neglect of three-body effects. The two-body relation
and the three-body relation
are expected to hold to the same order, whereas we obtain only the second in the quark model. The relations are satisfied to 0.10±0.03% and 0.11±0.05%, respectively.
[We have used ∆ 3 = 0 to eliminate M(∆ − ). The authors of Ref. [3] obtain slightly different results as a result of different M(∆) inputs.] Both approaches obtain the three-body relation ∆ 2 = 2Σ
The result Σ 2 = 0 is good to 0.07%. This may serve as a benchmark for the accuracy to which (38) and (39) may be expected to hold. The result ∆ 2 = −Σ * 2 /3, when combined with ∆ 2 = 2Σ * 2 (expected to be more accurate), implies ∆ 2 = 0 and Σ * 2 = 0. ∆ 2 = 0, when combined with ∆ 3 = 0, implies
corresponding to an error of −0.2 ± 0.1%. This is slightly better than the corresponding relation (28) in our approach (when we use Σ 2 on the right-hand side.) The predicted relation Σ * 2 (= 2.6 ±2.1 MeV/c 2 ) = 0 is obeyed to 0.09 ±0.08%. The poorly obeyed relation (29) is replaced by
obeyed to −0.005 ± 0.014%; the expected accuracy, however, is only as good as that for Σ 2 = 0, i.e., ±0.07%. We now review the consequences of ∆ 2 = 2Σ * 2 . The 1/N c hierarchy suggests that this relation should be a factor O(ǫ/N c ) more accurate than (38) or (39), where ǫ ∼ 1/4 describes SU(3) breaking. Thus, we could expect it to hold to ±0.01% (or at worst ±0.02% using the numerical estimates of Ref. [3] ). Using the relation ∆ 3 = 0 whose errors are negligible by comparison, we find the ensuing relation
to be satisfied to −0.15 ± 0.07%. Reduction of the errors on M(∆ + ) and M(Σ * 0 ) is necessary to perform an incisive test of this result. If we use the relation M(∆ + ) = N 1 + M(∆ 0 ), expected to be good to ±0.03% as mentioned above, we find that
(29) with Σ * 2 ] should be satisfied to ±0.03%, whereas it holds to −0.05 ± 0.04%. Here the error is dominated by that of M(Σ * 0 ).
VI. SUMMARY
The prospect of improved measurements of baryon isospin splittings, as exemplified by an anticipated measurement of M(Ξ 0 ) to an accuracy comparable to that for the other octet baryons, has led us to re-examine predictions for these splittings within the assumption of one-or two-body effects within the quark model. We have shown that the Coleman-Glashow relation (1) (also expressed within the notation of Sec. II as Σ 1 − Ξ 1 = N 1 ) is expected to be satisfied independently of quark masses within this assumption. A deviation from it would have to be ascribed to three-body effects. We have noted a likely sign for this deviation if those effects are due primarily to Coulomb or strong hyperfine terms.
A number of other relations have been obtained, most of whose tests will require improved knowledge of decuplet isospin splittings. Using quark masses obtained from fits to baryon octet and decuplet spectra [5] , we have separated out individual contributions to mass splittings, obtaining en passant the estimate m d − m u = 2.57 MeV/c 2 . This quantity may be useful in evaluating heavy meson decay constants using spin-dependent hyperfine interactions in the D and D * systems [11] . We have compared our approach with that of a systematic 1/N c expansion [3] , where N c is the number of colors in QCD. The presence of two-and three-body operators of similar order in the 1/N c expansion leads to a hierarchy of mass relations somewhat different from ours. That approach suggests that the Coleman-Glashow relation should be good to about 0.01% or better. An error of ±0.1 MeV/c 2 , which is within reach in a couple of years, corresponds to about 1/3 this value. The 1/N c expansion also obtains some ∆I = 1 relations which are expected to be as good as the Coleman-Glashow relation, such as Σ * 1 /2 = Ξ * 1 = N 1 . It will be interesting to compare these violations with that of the Coleman-Glashow relation once improved tests are available. The 1/N c expansion appears to avoid some of the poorly obeyed results mentioned above for ∆ isospin splittings, but improved ∆ mass determinations will be needed for incisive tests.
There are now prospects for improved experimental knowledge of masses of the Ξ 0 from KTeV, of charged hyperons and perhaps Σ * 's and Ξ * 's from other Fermilab experiments, and ∆'s from high-intensity photoproduction studies. These results all hold the potential of offering tests of both quark-model and 1/N c -based schemes for baryon isospin splittings, and of useful comparisons between the two.
